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FILE HE?·fO

This file memo, dictated primarily to focus certain
facts and issues more clearly in my mind, is rough snd
incomplete.

n1ere are helpful cert memos in each case, and

also the bench memo prepared by David.
The four border search cases are as follows:
No. 73-2000

tmited Stnten v. Peltier - roving patrol

stopped arid sear.ched 70 miles from border.
conviction in DC occurred before

~md

The search

Aln;eida.-S:-nc~.

Sole

question is retroactivity.
No. 74-lll Unitcc St,"'ten v.

Brif'oni-Ponc~

-

·nig!:1tim~

stop 58 mile9 north of the border, for purpose of questioning.
This stop occurred

but the SG in this

pre-~cJ..di-t-Snnchez,

argues only the substantive question ns to the "stop".
~~c~

No. 73-6843

v. tm.1J:ed States - stop and search

at fi:l!:ed checkpoint 49 miles north of border.

This ia the

"key" Ct\9 decision, holdil1g 7 to 6 that Almcida-Sen.chez is
applicable to fixed-checkpoint soarches.

vote, hl.!£!.:;}-4a t·ms

h~ld

to create s

ne~-1

But by 7 to 5

constitutional

tul~

as to fixed checkpoi.nts, and therefore not retroactive tc
aearches prior to Juru 21, 1973 .
No. 73-2050

and search at

.

11

United f?_!:_etet} v •. Ortir: - a post A/S stop
fixed chcclcpo1..nt (3 alie.ns ttzcre found) •

2.

66 milea n orth of the border.

This is the "corner!!tone"

checkpoint operating continuously.

This case also presents

a potential issue of retroactivity:

whether the decision

should apply to invalidate searches conducted prior to the
9th Circuit's e n bane decision in Bo'\·7en.

Fncts

Section 287 (a)

Co~non

[.t_.~.,

by the government in all

to All Cases
8 U.S. C. 1357 ('a)] is relied upon

cases~

This was the statute before

us in A/S, authorizing immigration service officers without
a warrant:

"(1) to interrogate any alien · or · person
believed to be an alien as to his right to be
or to r emain in the United States;

*

***

(3) ~vithin a reasonable distance from any
external border of the United States, to board
and search for aliens any • • • vehicle, • • • "
An Imrnigration Service regulation defines "reasonable

distance" to mean within 100 miles from any external boundat7.
There was no warrent and no "probable cause", in a
Fourth Amendment sense, in any case.

Nor does the

contend that any of these stops or searches was the
"functional equivalent" of a border search.

gove~~ e n t

3.

Signifi cant Facts and Issues
Peltier
The question presented is ~<1hether A/S is to be applied

retroactively.
Respondent' a vehicle 'o1as stopped and searched by a roving

patrol, 70 miles north of the border , several months prior to
t o our decision in A/S.

270 pounds of marijuana

~vere

found .

The District Court, acting prior to A/S, denied a motion to
suppress .

Respondent was found guilty and sentenced prior

to A/ S, but GA9 - 7 to 6 en bane - reversed the judgment ,
holding that A/S must be applied retroactively to cases
pending on appeal .
The rat5.ona.le of CA9 ' s opinion would apply A/ S retroact:i.ve l'>
c ertainly to all cases not finally litigated . *
...

Judge Goodwin ' s

opinion stated that A/S neither overruled past precedent of

the Supreme Court nor disrupted l ong-accepted practice .

The

SG argues , however , that A/ S "was a departure from existing
l aw".

The SG states that t his 't<1as recognized in Justice

White ' s opinion in A/ S , as we ll as i n my opinion . **
* !t is not clear to me that the rationale "1ould not also apply

even to habeas corpus proceedings
years before.

~ith

respect to cases decided

**Justice Hhite, at 413 u.s. 298, said that "the clear rule
of the Circuit (CA9} is that conveyr.nces rr.ay be stooped and
examined for aliens without \Jarrant or probable cause • . • • "
In footnote 10, Justice \Jhite stvtod thnt in the "20 court s
of appcnls cases I have noted , • • • 35 different j udges
of thr c courts of appeuls found inspection of vehicl~s for
i l legn . aliens, ~·rithout warrant or probable cause , to be
c onstitutional .

4.
The SG nlso argues thnt A/S was a ne\.: application td

of the evidentiary exclusionary rule, and overruled pnst
precedent in the Courts of /lppeals a.s well as long ... establ19he d
administrative practice of r:he immigration authorities .
Finally, the SG argues, persuasively, I think, thzt
a retroactive application of A/S would not further the
of the exclusionary rule:

purp o~~=

that is, it would not deter future

violations of the Fourth Amendment .

Ortiz
-This is a major fixed checkpoint case , involving a
stop and search at the San Clemente checkpoint • the
cornerstone of the Immigration Service network .
is a smuggler.

He was stopped and three aliens were found

c oncealed in the trunlc of his car .
is involved .

Respondent

No question of

retroactiv ~ t

In view of the confusion resulting from A/S ,

some 20 cases pending in the Southern District of

Californi ·~

were consolidated in the fall of 1973 for a comprehensive
f actual hearing, presided over by Judge Turrentine .

After

" extensive evidence" was submitted , the district judge file d
a comprehensive opinion in which the relevant facts relatin;
to

~he

magnitude of the problem are

drrumstically .

s~~rizcd

- rather

See the SG ' s petition for certiorari in

73-2050 (Ortiz) .

The DC found these fixed checkpoints to

be the functional equivalent of a border search .

5.
But CA9, 6 to 7, in !!_..§... v . Bm..ren, held to the contrary,
and applied the rationale of A/S to fixed checkpoints.
Accordingly, CA9 - relying on Bowen - reversed the District
Court in this case.

The arguments pro and con are well set forth in the
opinions of Judge GoodHin (for seven judges) and Judge
Wallace (for eight judges) in Bm.;ren, No. 73;..6848.

These

opinions should be reread prior to Conference.

On appeal, the SG substantially abandons the

argurr~nt

that these fixed checkpoints - remote from the border - are
the functional equivalent of a border search.

Rathe.r, the

SG'a principal argument is that - based on the facts

applica~l ~

to this particular area of California - there is "an area-wide
equivalent of probable cause for the limited-vehicle searche s
conducted at fb::cd checkpoints ."

The special conditions in

this area, allegedly giving rise to the "equivalent of
probable cauoe" include the
(i)
in the

follm~ing:

high concentration of aliens illegally

u.s.

(ii)

policing national boundaries with Hexico

present "peculiar and difficult law enforcement
problems".
(iii) traffic checkpoints are essential to
effective enforcement of inunigration laws.
(iv). the checkpoint operations are conducted
primarily for administrative rather than prosecutorinl

•.''

6.

purposeo, as virtually no aliens are prooecuted
(only the smugglers).
(tv)

the checkpoint searches involve only a

modest intrusion upon privacy.
(vi)

checkpoint searches have conaistently

bean approved by courts of appeals and employed for
many years.
An interasting question (especially in view of my

concurrence in A/S) is tho feasibility of an area warrant
procedure addressed to specific checkpoints.

Respondents'

brief(pp. 66-69) argues that such procedure is feaslble, nnd
emphasizes that such 't-7arro.nts "arc currently issued in various
federal diatr:tcts throughout southwestern United States .'r
The SG 1 s brief (p. 38 et seg.) argues that a warrant

proce_d ure for checkpoints would be unworkable primarily
because of (i) the necessity or coordination between the
17 pet'llmnent and 30 temporary checkpoints in Cal:tfornia,

Arizona, Ne-.;·7 1'1exico and Texas, within six different federal
judicial districts, and (ii) the tendency of district judges based on experience to date - to limit the warrants merely
to stopping (in many instances) and to limit the periods to

10 days.

.."

7.

Comment:

Although there in obvious force to the govern -

ment's reluctance to endorse a general area-type war~ant or
specific checkpoints, ! am not yet persuaded that this
procedure is not feasible - especially if we laid
fairly broad guide l:i.nes.

do~~

some

In this connection, I wonder if

anything is to be gained from an analogy to authorizati·:m
in the wiretap cases.

To be sure, this is pursusnt to

congressional leginlation.

Bowen
Like Ortiz, this is a fixed checkpoint case .

Indeed,

CA9 1 s opinion in this ce.se is the controlling 9th Circuit

·- -

authority applying (by 7 to 6 vote) A/S to fixed checkpoints
on the same rationale as the Court adopted with respect to
r oving patrols .
But this case has a retroactivity question not present
in

Orti~:

CA9 held, again 7 to 9 (but with a different

lineup) that , in view of long-established precedent in the
9th Circuit to the contrary, the court ' s decision in

3ot;rcn

should not be applied retroactively .
It 'tdll be recalled that in Peltier, decided Y1.2.y 9,
1974 , CA9 applied A/S retroactively to a roving patrol
case, but in Bowen
retroactivity -

.,.

CA9 distinguished - for purposes of

bet-v~ecn

roving patrols and fixed checkpotnts .

8.
l,Jith respect to the latter, CA9 concluded that lcng-establis h.. •
authority in the C:b:cuit, s.s well e.s administrative conduct,
had established fixed checkpoints as the principal means of
immigration .

controlli~g

Comment:

The single most important isGue, as I

vie~-:

it, to be decided in theoe four cases is the validity of
searches at fixed checkpoints .

The rt'.Oat exhaustive appellst

court consideration of thnt issue is in Boi·:en, "rr.·:;ereas the
district court decision that is most helpful on the facts is
in Ortiz .

I

suppose "m could decide the substantive Fourth

Amendment issue in Orti.z which is squarely presented there .
We could then co-nfine our decision of Em\•en to the retroacti ,,. ... · ·
issue .

Humbcrto nr:tr>non:t-Poncc
Thia case, significartiy different from the foret;oing ,
i nvolves only a

"~"

·-----

with no search .
~

.

I mmigration officers were stationed at a

fL~ed checkpoin~·

65 miles north of the border, but which happened to be closed
due to bad vmathcr .

The officers observed passing cars , and

fo llowed respondent ' s car because its occupants S??Cared to
be Mexicans .

The three occupants spoke no English and had

n o identificntion papers .

Hhen questioned in Spanish, it

appeared that two of them - the passengers - were Yexics.n

9.
citizens ii%g illegally in the United States .

Respondent

was prosecuted and convicted for transporting aliens, but
the Court of Appeal3 - aguin sitting en bane and again by
a 7 to 6 vote - reversed the conviction .

CA9 found no distinction between a"stop" and a
in the application of the rationale of A/S .

lfa~rch"

It recognized

that A/S involved only a search, but pointed to language
(dictum) that appeared to apply the seme principles to a sto p .
It '\<las conceded that there was no probable cause , and
t~---------------

CA9 concluded there \>las not evtm "a founded suspicion" .

The govarnmcnt, easentinlly , makes two argur;:1ent£:
(i)

That there exists in fact an area-wide equivalent

of probable

RBXHR

cause that justifies a brief stop of a

vehicle in the Mexican-border area; and
( ii) Advance judicial approval is not necessary to
insure the reasonableness of a brief investigative stop of
a vehicle in this area .

The latter point, vJhich is of considerable inter est to
me , is buttressed to some extent at least by the Court ' s
decision in Terr.z v . Ohio, 392

u.s .

1 , 17-18 .

The SG ' s

brief (p . 25) states that the Immigration Service "informs
us that a stop for questioning at a checkpoint ordinarily
t akes no more thun about 5 seconds per occupant and that
even a roving- patrol stop for questioning usually consumes
no more than a minute .

Such stops involve no search unless

t he officers have a particularized probable cause .

10 .
The SG also poi.nts out that courts have upheld routine
warrnntless stops of vehicles for license and regi s t::-ation
checks.

See SG's brief p . 28 and cases cited in note 19.

Comment:
t he Fourth

This type of stop is easier to reconcile vith

Amend=~nt

and our cases than a search , CS?ecially

if the stop occurs at s. fixed checkpoint .

The situation is

somewhat less clear, and the government ' s position l:eaker,
where the stop appecrs to be altogether random by a
patrol.

ru~ing

Having in rnind the customary checking of licenses

that goes on in Virginia at regular intervals , when officers
at checkpoints stop most cars and check driver ' s licenses,
t he procedure here involved differs only in that the stops
are confined to automobiles occupied by persons who ap?ear
to be Mexicans .

Tnere may be sn Equal Protection Clause

is sue , but it is difficult for rae to see a Fourth
distinction .

L.F.P., Jr.
ss
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Mr. Justice Powell

FROM:

Penny Clark

DATE:

May 8, 1975

No. 74-114 U.S. v. Brignoni-Ponce
Here is a draft opinion along the lines we have discussed.
I am still fairly uncomfortable with it, and I will outline
my current thoughts about its weak points.
I have tried to write as strong a case as I can for the
area probable ~se and search warrant theories, but the more
~-

time I spend on them, the less I am convinced.

As written

now, the entire discussion of Camara is rather mechanical.
At the least, it needs to be smoothed out, with less obvious
emphasis on the precise "factors" relied on in Camara.

But

more basically, it seems to me that what we should be talking

---

about is not so much the use of area-wide "probable cause"
for stopping cars in the border area, but simply the

------

constitutional reasonableness of taking special measures to
control and monitor cars and people entering the country.
I could be quite happy with a rule that draws the line
between stops and searches: saying that because of the minimal
intrusiveness of a stop for questioning and the strong public
interest in protecting the border, the Border Patrol may

..

reasonably treat the border as a zone rather than a line and
.....
stop motorists for questioning - but it may not search either
the vehicles or their occupants without consent or probable

2.
cause.

This line of reasoning could be based squarely on

the Government's power with respect to aliens and the border,
with, at most, a brief comparison to Camara.

I would then

dispense entirely with the warrant discussion, saying only
that the Border Patrol's interference with persons near the
border must be reasonable, and leaving open two avenues of
challenge to the manner and degree of surveillance (Ljmotions
;o-

su~ress

in criminal cases an

~~ctions

for injunctive

relief on behalf of persons subjected to regular stops.
I think this may be a better practical solution for two
reasons.

First, it would dispense entirely with the need to

distinguish between roving patrols and checkpoints, drawing
the line in both instances between questioning and searches.

----

-----------~------

Second, I continue to doubt that a warrant procedure would
add significantly to the protection of motorists in the border
area.

It seems unrealistic to suppose that a warrant would

limit in any significant way a roving officer's discretion
to stop any car he pleases or to harass certain kinds of
people (long-hairs, Mexicans, whatever).

I also think that a

warrant requirement!s primary effect may be what the Government fears: simply making it too expensive or impractical to
conduct roving patrols.

The Border Patrol seems currently

to stay out of the cities, operating its roving patrols
mostly in rural areas, and since they have only limited
resources, I think it's safe to assume that they deploy the
patrols in the areas where they catch the most illegal aliens -

3.
probably the same areas in which they could obtain warrants.
Moreover, we still haven't worked out the dilemma whether
a person stopped under an area warrant could challenge its
validity in a motion to suppress and if so, whether the
result wouldn't be just as many challenges to "area probable
cause" as the Government would face in the absence of a
warrant.
I do not think the analysis I suggest would be inconsistent with your prior position on the warrant clause.
Primarily, we are not here concerned with searches or arrests,
the two areas where the warrant clause has been most active.
The stop for questioning is far less intrusive, and we are
dealing in almost every case with an automobile (and in all
other cases with an equally mobile human).

For these reasons,

I think the analysis you used in U.S. District Court is consistent with dispensing with the warrant here, especially
since the only possible warrant is the area warrant, which
provides far less protection to individuals.
This approach would require a vote to reverse rather than

~ )

whether on these facts the stop was reasonable.
~\
Jr- . J '
If you would prefer to stick with the "founded suspicion"

~

doctrine and an area probable cause requirement, I would

~q~trongly urge
~

tvR--vt'

before you circulate.

/.._.;'Y~~ ( /
r.---~ fl ';>
~

From talking with Justice White's clerks,

I get a strong impression that he will not budge from his

'--'

~, ~:fo

that you show this opinion to the key Justices

~

~

J. .
'.

~~$

~1-

dh.-4 p 3

4.
position in Almeida-Sanchez that the Border Patrol can stop
any car near the border without probable cause, founded
suspicion, or a warrant.

Since a stop for questioning is

much less intrusive than a search, and not governed by any
of this Court's prior Fourth Amendment cases, he will not
feel bound by Almeida-Sanchez.

Even if you can count on

Stewart, Rehnquist, and the Chief Justice to agree that stops
are illegal without either founded suspicion or an area warrant,
I s e e no possibility for a majority on the dual proposition
that an area warrant is required and that it would be sufficient
to justify a stop for questioning.

Justice Douglas ftad. kas

declared his position, and he would not even agree with us
that a stop may be made on something less than probable cause.
Justice Brennan may not take such a radical stance, and might
agree with us that "founded suspicion" is enough to justify
stops for questioning, but I gather he too would disagree
that an area warrant can substitute for indivi9aalized cause.
Bill BrySon tells me that Justice Marshall is almost certain
to follow Brennan in this area.
My inclination would be to settle for establishing the
first proposition in this caset1)that a stop may be made on
----..less than probable cause, but that a "founded suspicion"
is required.
~

There may be a fair chance of getting a majority

on that point (Brennan, Marshall, Stewart and perhaps Blackmun).
Then, in any subsequent case (and we may expect to get some
out of CA9 rather soon) that squarely tests the adequacy

5.
of an area warrant to justify stops without individualized
cause, I would think you would have a good chance of lining
up a different majority for the proposition that a stop under
an area warrant is constitutional.
Blackmun and the Chief Justice).

(White, Rehnquist,
What I fear is that by

circulating the entire opinion now, you would risk getting

\Aloulcl

no majority on either part because both sidesAsee a lot to
disagree with.
( adequate

(d~

By suggesting that an area warrant would be
in this case, of course) this opinion could

scare Brennan and Marshall away from the part they otherwise
might agree on.

And until Justice White confronts a square

holding that some cause is required for a stop, he is unlikely
to accede to the suggestion that the Border Patrol must
justify its operations to anyone.

I think it not unreasonable

to suppose that if Justice White writes separately, we run
a risk of losing all three votes that were with him in
Almeida-Sanchez.

In short, it appears that there aren't enough

"swing votes" in the Fm\th Amendment area to forge a compromise
majority.
process.

I think the best we can hope for is a two-sta.$e
I think we could try for it by circulating an opinion

that contains Parts I-III, and an ending along these lines:
the Government asserts that there is "area probable cause"
for stops of this nature in the border area; we need not decide,
for even if there were, a warrant would be required (basing
this conclusion primarily on the extra- sensitivity of areawide assessments that affect many people) and none was obtained
in this case.
P.C.
ss

~u:p-rtmt

<!fourl of fltt ~ttittlt ~taftg

'J.tasJringtim. ~· Of. 2llp'l~
CHAMBE RS OF"

JUSTICE LEWIS F. POWELL, JR .

May 23, 1975

Border Search Cases

MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE:
In accordance with the request of the Chief Justice,
I have prepared memoranda in the above cases - which I now
circulate.
For your convenience, I summarize my conclusion in
each case:
No. 74-114 U.S. v. Brignoni-Ponce. This was a stop
(not a search) by a roving patrol. The only basis for the
stop was the apparent Mexican ancestry of the occupants of
the car. I concluded that reasonable grounds for suspicion
(one of which may be the app~!~exica.tlan cestry) is
required for a stop by a roving patrol. As there was no
basis for suspicion other than the appearance of the
occupants, I concluded the stop was unlawful. I . would
affirm.

I

No. 73-2050 U.S. v. Ortiz. This was a search at an
established checkpoint (San Clemente) without- -probable cause
and without either a specific or an "area" warrant. I
concluded that our prior decision in Almeida-Sanchez is
controlling, and that the search is unlawful. It was unnecessary in this case to determine whether an "area" type
warrant for a particular checkpoint would validate searches.
As I agreed with CA9 that Almeida-Sanchez was controlling,
I would affirm.
· No. 73-6848 Bowen v. U.S. This also was a search at a
checkpoint without warrant or probable cause. The search
occurred prior to our decision in Almeida-Sanchez. Primarily

l

- 2 on the authority of Peltier, I would hold that Almeida-Sanchez
should not be applied retroactively. Accordingly, I would
affirm.
The principal issue that would not be resolved by the
foregoing cases is whether a mere stop for questioning as
to citizenship may be made at an established checkpoint
without particularized grounds of suspicion. There are
substantial differences in the circumstances attendant
upon stops at established checkpoints and those that may
exist in random stops by roving patrols. We are holding No.
74-993 Janney v. U.S. (among others) which presents the
established checkpoint stop issue.

1---<!~
~ .P., Jr.
ss

.:§nvrttttt Qj:ottrt cf tltt ~ttittb ;§taftg

._a$frittghm, 19. OJ. 2llbl'l~
CHAMBER S Or

.JUSTICE LEWIS F. POWELL, .JR .

March 13, 1975

Border Search Cases
MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE:
I thought it might be helpful if I shared with you this
memorandum on the latest decision relating to the border
search cases we considered in February. In United States v.
Martinez-Fuerte, et al, Nos. 74-2462, 74-2568, 74-2714 (March
5, 1975), a panel (2 to 1) of the Ninth Circuit invalidated
the "warrant of inspection" issued by the District Court to
authorize the operation of the fixed checkpoint at San Clemente.
The warrant there considered authorized agents "to stop
northbound motor vehicles for the purpose of making routine
inquiries to determine the nationality and/or immigration
status of the occupants," and also "to conduct a routine
inspection of said vehicles for the presence of aliens."
The latter authorization appears to have been interpreted by
the Government to empower agents to search trunks and other
places where persons might hide. But the validity of that
authori~ation was not an issue in these appeals,* and the
court noted that subsequent warrants limited the agents to
a stop and inquiry procedure.
The Ninth Circuit's opinion indicates that the warrant
was issued for ten-day periods and had been renewed 26 times.
'i'>In each of the three cases considered by the Ninth
Circuit the stop and inquiry, without search, revealed that
the automobile contained illegal 'aliens. In United States
v. Guillen, No. 74-2714, a subsequent search of the trunk
revealed additional illegal aliens. The court assumed in
that case that the initial discovery provided probable cause
to inspect the trunk, and therefore did not consider that
search to have been conducted pursuant to the warrant's
"inspection" authorization.

- 2 -

The District Court required the compilation of statistics
relating to the operation of the checkpoint, and the Ninth
Circuit opinion summarizes this data. These indicate that
an average of 1,200 vehicles pass through the San Clemente
checkpoint per hour and that at peak times the figure
increases to 2,500. By the Ninth Circuit's calculation,
this suggests that over 10-1/2 million .automobiles pass
through that checkpoint annually.
The more interesting figures are those compiled during
an eight-day period in June of 1974. Over that period
approximately 145,960 vehicles passed through the checkpoint
during periods . in which it was operating. Presumably all of
that number were required to slow down to allow the officer
at the "point" to scan the vehicle and its occupants and
determine whether further inquiry was warranted. But only
820 of the almost 146,000 vehicles were "stopped" and referred
to a secondary area for questioning regarding citizenship and
immigration status. And of the 820 "stopped", 202 were
"inspected".
The Ninth Circuit suggested that it was unable to ascertain
exactly what an "inspection" was. But it apparently is something less than a search. The court noted that deportable
aliens were discovered in "plain view" in 169 of the 202
vehicles so "inspected". The court further indicated that
agents searched portions of the vehicles in which aliens
might hide in 33 instances, each allegedly with the consent
of the driver, and discovered illegal aliens in two of the
automobiles so .searched.* In total, agents discovered 725
deportable aliens in 171 vehicles during the eight-day period
in question.
·ki would suppose that in virtually all of the 169 instances
in which the initial questioning revealed illegal aliens in
"plain view" the agents conducted a further search of the
automobile. See note 1, supra. In those cases the subsequent
search would appear to be suppor~ed by concrete probable cause
and justifiable under more traditional Fourth Amendment
principles. I assume, therefore, that the 33 instances
identified as searches are cases in which the initial ·inquiry
does not itself reveal the presence of illegal aliens but does
suggest the need to inquire further. Whether "probable cause"
or "founded suspicion" existed in these cases would be a
matter to be determined on the facts of the particular case.
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Relying primarily on these statistics, the Ninth Circuit
determined that the "inspection warrant" system was invalid.
Judge Duniway noted that of the nearly 146,000 automobiles
passing through the San Clemente checkpoint only 171, or
0.12%,were found to contain illegal aliens. He considered
this to be too low an incidence to justify what he viewed as
an "intolerable" degree of interference imposed on the
motorists passing through the checkpoint:
"Roughly 999 of every 1,000 cars passing through
the checkpoint carry only persons who are lawfully
within the country and under Carroll are.entitled
'to use the public highways [and] have a right
to free passage without interruption.' Although
the duration of a stop and even a detention for
immigration questioning may be brief, the concentration of illegal alien traffic is too small.
We cannot countenance the cumulative intrusion of
stopping ten million cars per year where only one
out of 1,000 passing cars may contain aliens
illegally within the country."
Judge Duniway devoted a major part of his op~n~on to
my concurrence in Almeida, viewing it, I must say, with little
enthusiasm. In addition to finding that the checkpoint
authorization would not meet the general standards outlined
in my Almeida concurrence, Judge Duniway's opinion held
flatly:
"The requirements of the Fourth Amendment apply
with full vigor at immigration checkpoints. A
stop, even a 'fleeting stop' is subject to Fourth
Amendment protections". · (pp. 10, 11 printed opinion)
Judge Carter, dissenting, viewed the case quite
differently, and I am inclined to agree with the essence
of his opinion. The undisputed facts clearly indicate that
(i) the checkpoint was used with restraint and discrimination;
(ii) only a minute fraction of the motoring population was
inconvenienced in any way except by being required to slow
down - hardly an "intolerable inconvenience"to motorists
who are accustomed - as we all are - to stop and yield signs
and occasionally being stopped for license checks; and (iii)
of the vehicles stopped for brief questioning as to
nationality and immigration status, one out of every five
(20%) was found to be transporting aliens - an extraordinarily
high percentage of successes.

- 4 It is to be remembered that this op~n~on invalidates a
simple stop and inquiry procedure. What I said in Almeida
applied to full searches by roving patrols. Indeed, as I
indicated at our Conference, I would not be inclined to
extend my Almeida standards to authorize searches at a
checkpoint 66 miles from the border and on a highway with
this level of traffic. I would require some more particularized
"cause" to justify an actual search of the private portions
of automobiles stopped at a fixed checkpoint. But there is
a controlling difference, in my view, between a checkpoint
warrant authorizing searches and one limited to routine
questions which any motorist should be willing to answer.
There simply is no comparison between the degree of
"intrusiveness" of a search and a stop only to inquire as to
nationality and immigration status.
Judge Duniway, · by relating the number of vehicles
in which aliens were found during the period in question
to the total number of vehicles passing the checkpoint,
concludes that the results do not justify the "intolerable"
inconvenience imposed upon motorists. I do not consider
discovery of 725 deportable aliens during the course of
a part-time operation of the checkpoint over eight days to
be an inconsequential result. This operation apprehended
rtearly 100 aliens per day. Moreover, these figures do not
take into account the number of smugglers and aliens
"deterred" from attempting to go northward, a factor
' emphasized by Judge Turrentine in his district court opinion
in United States v. Baca, 368 F. Supp. 398 (S.D. Cal. 1973).*

The situation in the Ninth Circuit is further confounded
by the decision of another panel in United States v. Evans,
~(Judge Turrentine's opinion in Baca, which is printed in
the petition for cert. in No. 73-2osn:-contains the most
exhaustive statement of the facts with respect to this problem.
Its findings differ from the opinion of Judge Duniway in
significant respects. The latter thought that "the influx
of illegal aliens could conceivably be stemmed in various
ways" other than by use of checkpoints. Judge Turrentine,
on the other hand, concluded that "the evidence presented
. . . clearly establishes that there is no reasonable or ·
effective alternative method of detection and apprehension
available to the border patrol. • . . " See Pet. for-· Cert.
in No. 73-2050l at 20a. That opinion also provides an
additional ind~cation of the importance of the San Clemente
checkpoint, revealing that in fiscal year 1973 over 12,000
deportable aliens were apprehended there. Id., at 25a.

'

.
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507 F.2d 879, 880 (CA9 1974). In Evans, no constitutional
defect was found where motor traffic was simply diverted into
a zone where it could be observed by officers. In that case,
an automobile had been "waived through" a fixed checkpoint
without being required to pull over. As the automobile
passed, however, an officer noticed aliens lying in the
space between the front and back seats. and the car was then
stopped. The appellant argued that the "slow down", which
allowed the officer to look into the automobile,was itself
a violation of Fourth Amendment rights since it was conducted
without a warrant or probable cause. The Ninth Circuit panel
rejected that contention, holding that there is no constitutional objection to a warrantless "diversion of motor traffic
into a zone where it can be observed by officers." Id., at
880.
In view of these two recent cases, following those
pending before this Court, the law of the Ninth Circuit is
in a state of shambles. Martinez-Fuerte, which was decided
after Evans, mentions the latter only in a footnote and
purports to distinguish that case on the ground that it did
not involve a stop. When one attem].X:s to rationalize· the t'i~JO,
the result seems to be as follows: Under Evans, government
agents may erect a checkpoint anrahere and, without a warrant
of any kind, compel traffic to s ow down sufficiencly to
allow an effective visual inspection of vehicles and their
occupants. If that inspection arouses "founded suspicion"
the vehicle can be stopped for inquiry, and if probable cause
exists it can then be searched. Yet Martinez-Fuerte applies
the Fourth Amendment with full vigor even to a "fleeting stop,"
and invalidates a warrant authorizing operation of a fixed
checkpoint at an appropriate place and resulting stops for
the limited purpose of inquiring into nationality and
immigration status. In short, a slow down anywhere for
visual inspection is valid, whereas a fleeting stop for
questions is invalid even when authorized by a che ckpoint
warrant. The purposes of both procedures are identical and
the degree of intrusion is likely to be indistinguishable.
If immigration officers in CA9 find little rationality
in these distinctions, they are not alone.
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In view of the foregoing, and the present inconclusiveness of our tentative votes at the Conference on the
cases that have been argued, it occurs to me that perhaps we
should relist these cases for a further Conference discussion. If a Court cannot be assembled, the cases presumably
should be set for reargument early next fall and some thought
should be given as to what stays, if any, should be entered
pending final resolution.
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April 1, 1975

.JUSTICE L E WIS F. POWELL, .JR.

FILE COPl'
PLEASE RETURN
TO FILE
Border Search Cases
Dear Chief:
In a conversation today with Chief Judge John Brown
of the Fifth Circuit, he again expressed the hope that
we will be able to decide the Border Search Cases this
Term.
Judge Brown stated that the Fifth Circuit Court of
Appeals is holding some 15 to 20 cases, awaiting our
decision. He emphasized, however, that the more serious
problem is the backup of cases in the United States
prosecutors' offices in the Southern and Western Districts
of Texas. It is estimated that some 200 prosecutions are
being postponed pending our decision.
Sincerely,

The Chief Justice
lfp/ss
cc:

The Conference
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